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Introduction
Our current world climate is constantly connected to technology. What do we need to know as
parents to protect our children and teach them responsible and appropriate uses of
technology? The parameters of rules and expectations that we put in place at home will
undoubtedly guide our children's sense of digital responsibility.
Raising children in a digital era can seem overwhelming at times. Technology has entered our
lives at a rapid pace over the past several years and continues to evolve. The reality is that apps
and technological devices will change, but the behavior stays the same. Moderation is key to
managing technology use in our homes. This does not need to be an "all or nothing" approach
with either absolute prohibition or full unchecked usage.
It is beneficial to maintain an open, transparent, and ongoing dialogue with our children
regarding the internet, technology, social media, and video games Remaining approachable
could be the difference between whether our children come to us when issues or
uncomfortable situations arise rather than feeling alone in the process of going to their peers to
seek comfort and advice instead.
Technology is here to stay, whether we like it or not. The digital reputation of today's students,
or how they choose to represent themselves online, is being evaluated and assessed by future
employers or admissions departments. The goal of this parent guide is to help introduce the
major social media platforms, video games, and relevant trends that are either being used
already or have the potential to be used by our children.
Stay the course. We want to prepare our children for their tech-infused futures and walk down
this digital journey alongside them. Good luck!

General Parenting Tips
There are some general parenting tips that can help navigate a household that respects digital
boundaries. Some of these include:
•

Keep phones and devices out of the bedroom. Sleep is important for growth and
according to Dr. Ben Carter, 89% of adolescents have at least one device in their
bedrooms - most of which are used around bedtime - doubling their chances of getting
insufficient sleep. Sleep disturbance in childhood is known to have adverse effects on
health, including poor diet, obesity, sedative behavior, reduced immune function and
stunted growth, as well as links with mental health issues 1.

•

If possible, have a central charging station for all portable household digital devices. The
kitchen table or island, living room, or another common area in your house is a great
place to keep all household devices charged at night, including your own! By setting an
example for your kids that you don't need to sleep with your device(s), it helps our kids
understand that they don't need to either!
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•

Know their passwords - it is our parental right. You paid for the device that you gave
your child, which means - you guessed it! You own it! You have a right to spot-check
devices that belong to you, including the ones that you gave your child.

1

Bedtime use of media devices more than doubles the risk of poor sleep in children -- ScienceDaily

•

Stay educated. If your child comes to you and asks to download an app you're unfamiliar
with, download the app and try it out first. Play around with it and do your research! If
your child already has an app or game, ask them to teach you about it!

•

Put tape or a sticky over the laptop or tablet camera when not in use.
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•

Try to build a culture of openness and trust in establishing a two-way dialogue about
technology and social media. You want to be approachable to your children when, not
if, an issue comes up in their digital lives.

•

Technology isn't going anywhere, try to introduce technology into your home and your
children's lives at a pace you feel comfortable relative to your child's age and emotional
maturity.

•

We are not our child's best friend. We are responsible for ensuring their safety in the
online world just as much as we are responsible for ensuring their safety in the offline
world!

•

Google yourself and your family. Any names, addresses, emails, phone numbers, or
social media usernames that are associated with your family can be searched online.
See what shows up before others do.

•

Remind your children of the permanence of anything posted online or sent
electronically. Not everything we post or send online stays, but we don't get a choice of
what stays and what doesn't!

These tips are intended to be used in part or whole alongside your personal parenting methods.
You as a parent know what is best for your child. It's important to put our children's well-being
first and allowing yourself to have a strong understanding of digital responsibility will enable
your child to also have a strong understanding of digital responsibility so they can make better
decisions online and offline.
If you would like to attend a parent session on raising digitally responsible youth, how to keep
our children safe online, and understanding current trends, please reach out to your
school/school district or PAC and ask them to request a proposal from Safer Schools Together.

The Essentials
There are many components to the online world that are generally known and understood by
most digital users, however, here are three essential terms that we need to understand to take
control of our digital responsibility:
Hashtag
A hashtag is a symbol (#) added before a word or phrase to create a searchable category
indexed by social media and becomes discoverable by other users. Instagram, Twitter, and
TikTok are the primary platforms where hashtags are used. Hashtags are a way of making it
easier to find, follow, and contribute to a conversation.
Username
A username is a unique online identity that is chosen to represent someone online. Most
platforms make you choose a username when you create an account.
Passwords
We all know the challenge of trying to remember our password for a website or an app and it's
easy to fall into habits of using the same passwords for all our logins. This is a dangerous habit,
especially if it is something easily guessable such as a dog or our kid's name and their birthday.
We should remind our children not to share their passwords with their friends! This is the
number one reason behind accounts getting "hacked". Use different passwords for each
platform you have an account for and make sure that they are strong with a mix of numbers,
letters, and special characters (!@#$%^&*).
HINT: Try a password manager! There are many free apps available. A password manager
stores your passwords on a digital keychain and can help you manage passwords (especially
really strong ones) so you don't have to!

Texas Laws
David's Law2
Texas lawmakers got to work creating stricter bullying laws after David Molak, age 16, died by
suicide in 2016 in San Antonio, after he endured relentless cyberbullying. The bill passed with a
unanimous vote, and in June 2017 Governor Greg Abbott signed David's Law into law allowing
school districts, police, and prosecutors to fight cyberbullying on multiple fronts, with expanded
definitions and tools.
Texas Education Code 37.0832 defines bullying as a single significant act or a pattern of acts by
one or more students directed at another student that exploits an imbalance of power. The law
further expands the definition as listed below:
Texas Bullying Defined:
•

Consists of all forms of communication 3

•

Includes off-campus actions and communications that interfere with a student's
educational opportunities, or significantly disrupts the school environment4

•

No longer needs to be a pattern, it can be a single significant act5

•

Schools must have a bullying police, anonymous and regular reporting system, and
protect staff and students who report bullying 6

•

Authorities may be notified, and parents or guardians must be notified 7

•

Allows a court to issue a temporary restraining order, temporary injunction, or
permanent injunction to prevent any further cyberbullying by the guilty minor or the
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parent or guardian of the guilty minor may be compelled to take reasonable actions to
cause the minor under their care to cease engaging in cyberbullying 8
•

Allows transfer of students to another school when necessary 9

•

All school counselors, teachers, nurses, administrators, and other staff, as well as law
enforcement officers and social workers who regularly interact with students must
receive training in suicide, bullying, and harassment and maintain record of that
training 10

•

Districts must provide prevention and mediation to students. Each district campus must
establish a committee to address bullying by focusing on prevention efforts and health
and wellness initiatives. The districts must focus on school climate and healthy
relationships between students and staff as methods of bully prevention. The district
must annually conduct surveys on bullying and cyberbullying and create an action plan
from the results. The district must develop a rubric or checklist to assess an incident of
bullying and to determine the district's response to the incident. The district must report
to TEA through PEIMS the number of reported incidents of bullying and cyberbullying
that have occurred at each campus 11

Texas Penal Code 42.07 states that an individual commits the offense of harassment when he
or she acts with intent to harass, embarrass, torment, alarm, abuse or annoy someone else.
Under the Education Code, school districts are required by law to adopt policies to prevent
‘bullying’. ‘Harassment’ is a criminal offense either in school or out of school.
Texas Sexting Laws Involving Young People
Sexting is a crime in Texas even if no adult is involved. Under Texas Penal Code Section
43.26112, it is a crime for a minor to “intentionally or knowingly” send another minor an
obscene photo/video or a photo/video of a minor engaging in sexual conduct, if they know it
8

CIVIL PRACTICE AND REMEDIES CODE CHAPTER 129A. RELIEF FOR CYBERBULLYING OF CHILD (texas.gov)
EDUCATION CODE CHAPTER 25. ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND ATTENDANCE (texas.gov)
10 EDUCATION CODE CHAPTER 38. HEALTH AND SAFETY (texas.gov)
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was a minor. First-time offenses are punishable by a Class C misdemeanor, but the statute
indicates that under some circumstances a first-time offender can be charged with a Class B
misdemeanor.
In 2019, the Texas Legislature added Penal Code 21.19 13 which states that a Class C
misdemeanor is committed by a person if they knowingly transmit electronic visual material
that depicts any person engaging in sexual conduct or with the person’s intimate parts exposed
that is not sent at the request of or with the express consent of the recipient. This applies to all
electronic platforms such as e-mail, texts, apps, and social media.
Texas Revenge Porn Law
In 2015, the Texas Legislature passed Texas Penal Code Section 21.16 14, the “Revenge Porn
Statute.” In 2017, this law was amended updating the penalty from a Class A Misdemeanor to a
state jail felony for someone to reveal or disclose images of someone engaged in sexual
conduct or images of someone’s intimate parts unless that person gives their consent when
that person had a reasonable expectation that the material would remain private.
Texas Sextortion Laws
Texas Penal Code 33.021 15 makes it a felony offense to solicit anyone under the age of 17 (a
minor), or anyone the offender believes to be under the age of 17, online for sexual contact or
have sexually explicit communication with a minor, or someone they believe to be a minor.
Texas Penal Code 33.07 16 states that if a person “uses the name or persona of another person”
without that person’s consent and with the intent to harm, threaten, defraud, or intimidate the
person, then he or she has committed a felony offense.
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Texas Penal Code 21.1817 defines sexual coercion as an act involving sexual conduct causing
arousal or gratification. This section applies to a threat regardless of how that threat is
communicated, including a threat transmitted through e-mail or an Internet website, social
media account, or chat room and a threat made by other electronic or technological means.
Such action is a felony offense.
Texas Child Pornography Law
Texas Penal Code 43.26 18 states that it is a felony crime, up to the first degree, for an adult to
knowingly or intentionally possess or access with the intent to view material that depicts a child
under the age of 18 engaging in sexual conduct; this includes sexting with a minor.
Texas School Laws
In the past, sexting, bullying, or harassment may have been minimized, not taken seriously, or
swept under the rug. However, there are now laws in place that Texas schools must follow.
These laws have been created to protect students and schools have a legal obligation to protect
them. These laws include:
•

Texas Education Code 21.45119 - Staff Development Requirements

•

Texas Education Code 25.034220 - Transfer of Students Who Are Victims of or Have
Engaged in Bullying

•

Texas Education Code 28.00221 - Required Curriculum

•

Texas Education Code 37.00122 - Student Code of Conduct

•

Texas Education Code 37.08323 - Discipline Management Programs; Sexual Harassment
Policies
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•

Texas Education Code 37.0832 24 - Bullying Prevention Policies and Procedures

•

Texas Education Code 37.12325 - Disruptive Activities

•

Texas Education Code 37.152 26 - Personal Hazing Offense

•

Texas Education Code 37.153 27 - Organization Hazing Offense

•

Texas Education Code 37.15428 - Consent Not a Defense

•

Texas Education Code 37.15529 - Immunity from Prosecution or Civil Liability Available

•

Texas Education Code 37.15630 - Offenses in Addition to Other Penal Provisions

•

Texas Education Code 37.15731 - Reporting by Medical Authorities

•

Texas Education Code 37.21732 - Community Education Relating to Internet Safety

•

Texas Education Code 38.351(e), (g), and (h)33 - Mental Health Promotion and
Intervention, Substance Abuse Prevention and Intervention, and Suicide Prevention

Criminal Mischief, Possession of Weapons or Narcotics and Distribution, and Gang Related
Conduct
Texas Education Code 37.123 (a) states that a person commits an offense if the person, alone or
in concert with others, intentionally engages in disruptive activity on the campus or property of
any private or public school.
Texas Penal Code 28.03 provides that a person commits criminal mischief when: without the
effective consent of the owner; he or she intentionally or knowingly damages or destroys the
tangible property of the owner.
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Federal Laws
When it comes to laws on sexting between minors, the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act (FJDA)
in Title 18 United States Code Section 503234 provides that, where possible, juveniles should be
prosecuted in state, not federal, courts. However, there are federal provisions for adults that
are relevant to our discussion, and that young people should be aware of so they know how
they are protected and when they should reach out to law enforcement.
Title 18 United States Code Section 1466A(a), (b), and (c) 35; and Title 18 United States Code
Section 2252A(b)(2) 36 explain that anyone who “knowingly produces, distributes, receives, or
possesses with intent to distribute, a visual depiction of any kind, including a drawing, cartoon,
sculpture, or painting that depicts a minor engaging in sexually explicit conduct, and is
obscene,” or who “knowingly possesses” a visual depiction described above is subject to the
penalties provided by law. Please note that the minor depicted does not need to actually exist.
Title 18 United States Code Section 147037 prohibits any individual from knowingly transferring
or attempting to transfer obscene matter using the U.S. mail or any means or facility of
interstate or foreign commerce to a minor under 16 years old. Convicted offenders face fines
and imprisonment up to 10 years.
Child sex trafficking is prohibited by Title 18 United States Code Section 159138. It is a federal
offense to knowingly recruit, entice, harbor, transport, provide, obtain, or maintain a minor
(defined as someone under 18 years of age) knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that the
victim is a minor and would be caused to engage in a commercial sex act.
Federal law also prohibits the production, distribution, reception, and possession of an image of
child pornography using or affecting any means or facility of interstate or foreign commerce

34

[USC02] 18 USC 5032: Delinquency proceedings in district courts; transfer for criminal prosecution (house.gov)
[USC02] 18 USC 1466A: Obscene visual representations of the sexual abuse of children (house.gov)
36 [USC02] 18 USC 2252A: Certain activities relating to material constituting or containing child pornography
(house.gov)
37 [USC02] 18 USC 1470: Transfer of obscene material to minors (house.gov)
38 [USC02] 18 USC 1591: Sex trafficking of children or by force, fraud, or coercion (house.gov)
35

(Title 18 United States Code Section 225139; Title 18 United States Code Section 225240; and
Title 18 United States Code Section 2252A 41). Specifically, Section 2251 makes it illegal to
persuade, induce, entice, or coerce a minor to engage in sexually explicit conduct for purposes
of producing visual depictions of that conduct. Any individual who attempts or conspires to
commit a child pornography offense is also subject to prosecution under federal law.

39

[USC02] 18 USC 2251: Sexual exploitation of children (house.gov)
[USC02] 18 USC 2252: Certain activities relating to material involving the sexual exploitation of minors
(house.gov)
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Sexting Vs. Sextortion
There is no doubt that we are seeing a tremendous impact that smartphones are having on our
everyday lives. The use of text messaging especially has skyrocketed since the influence of
smartphones. Research shows that over 15 million texts are sent every minute, and this
number is expected to continue to increase.
The term ‘sexting’ has emerged as the use of text messages to send sexually explicit
photographs and messages. Sexting is also commonly done over popular apps such as Facebook
Messenger and Instagram Direct Messages, but we have seen it widely popularized through
Snapchat due to its ability to send photographs and messages that can only be seen once for
only seconds before it “disappears” into cyberspace. According to the Texas Penal Code, sexting
is defined as the sending of texts containing sexual images or sexually suggestive language to
another person.
Though sexting may seem harmless to those engaging in the practice, sexting or sending explicit
and provocative messages and photos to another person could lead to legal trouble, especially
among teenagers. As the practice has grown in popularity over the past few years, criminal law
attorneys such as the Brownsville Texas Criminal Law Attorneys are seeing more instances
where those engaging in the activity end up facing legal consequences. Teenagers who are
considering or are engaging in sexting should pay special attention to their state laws around
sexting as the state laws in Texas are frequently updated and could leave them with a criminal
record.
In Texas, teen sexting falls under state law against electronically transmitted sexual images of
children. It is illegal for a minor to electronically send images of an individual under the age of
18, even if the images are of the person who sent them or is the recipient. The definition
encompasses everything from explicit photos to descriptions of sexual or lewd acts, whether
they are sent to a willing recipient partaking in the sexting or to someone else as a threat or
form of harassment.

When engaging in sexting, it’s important to be knowledgeable not only about the laws but why
the laws are in place. Sexting has its dangers to acknowledge how it can permanently impact
the lives of our youth. One of the most dangerous scenarios that we see occur repeatedly,
especially in teenagers, is sextortion. Sextortion is when non-physical forms of coercion are
used to extort non-consensual sexual favors from the victim. Sextortion can happen to anyone
who chooses to sext – it’s not always a stranger you’ve never met, it can also be someone close
to you. It is crucial to understand when you choose to engage in sexting, you are subjecting
yourself to sextortion.

SOCIAL MEDIA
APPS TO KNOW

Snapchat (“Snap”)

Since its release in 2011, Snapchat has remained to this day the most popular social media
application that our youth are using to communicate and share their digital lives. Snapchat is
the de facto medium of communication for students grade 6-12. The reason for its popularity is
that it turned text communication into a visual experience that allows users to send
disappearing photos that leave behind no evidence and don't (for the most part) become part
of a youth's digital footprint.
The foundation of Snapchat is the disappearing photo or video that vanishes into thin air after it
has been opened. Users can set a viewing time of up to 10 seconds or an infinite amount of
time after which, once viewed, it will be deleted from the recipient’s device and as the
company claims, from its servers.
Snapchat allows users to take still photos, record short videos, add text, and create drawings
and send them to a personalized and typically private list of friends. However, nothing stops the
recipient from taking a screenshot or using a different device to take a picture of the image or

video. Note: if you take a screenshot using the recipient device, within Snapchat, it will notify
the sender that you’ve taken a copy.
Despite news headlines that suggest that Snapchat is just a “sexting” app or one that is ONLY
used to send nude photos, this is not the case and represents a very small usage of the app.
Snapchat Lingo
Snaps - A user takes a photo/video using their digital device/smartphone in real-time. The user
can select an amount of time between 1-10 seconds or choose infinite time for the receiver to
view the photo/video. A user can elect to have the photo/video they have just taken to be
saved into their photo gallery or simply sent via Snapchat without being saved on their device.
Stories - A user can add the photo/video to their “story”. Depending on the user’s privacy
settings, the photo and videos added to a story can be viewed by all Snapchat users or just
those on their friends' list for only up to 24 hours.
Chat - A user can type a text message within the Snapchat app to their friends using this
feature. Once both parties have viewed the message, the message will vanish – the chat can
also be manually changed within each conversation to disappear after 24 hours instead. Photos
from the camera roll or gallery of the user’s photo can be uploaded and sent within the chat.
Group chats often exist between multiple friends.
Streaks - Seen within the chat log screen, a person’s “Snapchat Streak” is the number of
consecutive days that the account owner and a friend have sent at least but no less than 1 snap
per day to each other. If they do not snap each other in 24 hours, they lose their streak with
their friend (a huge deal!).

Snap Map
Within the Snapchat app is a feature called the Snap Map. Here, you can view Snaps of sporting
events, celebrations, breaking news, etc. However, perhaps the most concerning the content
you can view on this map where your friends are…right now. You can share your locations with
everyone you are “friends” with so you can see exactly where they are and what they are doing
(driving, sleeping, listening to music, etc.) in real-time plotted on a map.
These are all of Ashley’s friends who
have Snapmap enabled. They are
represented by the Bitmoji that they
designed.
This is why it is so important that our
children are only communicating on
Snapchat with close friends that they
know in real life.
Within Settings, you can turn off the
ability for others to see your location by
enabling “Ghost Mode” – or only allow
it to be viewed by their best friend
and/or parents.
You can also access the Snap Map in a
browser without having to log in to
Snapchat42.

42
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Chat Screen Icon Guide

Friend Emojis
Friend Emojis are determined by Snapchat to keep track of the status of a user's friends. These can
change over time based on the interactions between users. Friend Emojis can also be altered in the
settings of Snapchat.

After taking a photo on Snapchat you will see:

Message Screen (Friends Only):
Here is an example of what the Snapchat Chat screen
could potentially look like within a Snapchat account.
Use the Chat Screen Icon Guide and the Friend Emoji
charts on the following pages to see who this student
interacts with the most.

Instagram (“IG”)

Owned by Facebook, the popular photo-sharing app Instagram has over 1 billion monthly active
users. If you see a youth scrolling up with their thumb on their smartphone looking at photos,
chances are they are looking at Instagram.
Hashtags (#) are used often on this platform. This gives people a way to be introduced to and
follow other users with similar interests.

Privacy Settings on Instagram
On Instagram, users either share posts with everyone by having a public account or only share
posts with people that they have approved to follow them with a private account.
Suggested Privacy
We recommend that all students should have a private Instagram account for safety reasons.
The exception might be a grade 11-12 student wanting to build their digital brand and establish
an account that university recruiters and employers can find.

Instagram Stories
Users can post videos and/or photos for the public or their followers to see which are visible for
24 hours. You can also send videos and/or photos that will disappear after being viewed once.
This concept was copied from the very popular Snapchat usage that has quickly gained usage
among youth. Users can see who has watched their Instagram Stories.
IGTV
Instagram also joined the live broadcasting market and allows users to live stream videos to
their followers. If a profile is public, anyone can watch these videos.

Instagram Reels
Instagram Reels have recently been added to Snapchat - these are short videos with music
included very similar to the style of TikTok videos.
Direct Messaging
Direct Messaging (DMs) is a private message inbox within the Instagram app. This is a feature
which allows users to privately communicate similar to text messaging. This is where children
can receive private messages from their friends, participate in group chats, or even receive
messages from strangers. There is no way to turn the DMs off currently.

TikTok

Formerly known as Musical.ly, TikTok is currently one of the world's most popular video-sharing
social networking applications and is centered around short videos with popular songs or
sounds added. TikTok reigned as the most downloaded app for 9 quarters 43 and with over 2.6
billion downloads44, it's not going away any time soon.
TikTok has strategically marketed to younger audiences, and although users must be 13 years of
age to sign up, the content isn't being filtered. Age-inappropriate content is inevitably reaching
32.5% of its estimated audience 45 that are between the ages of 10-19 as well as potentially
younger audiences.
The average time a user spends on TikTok is 52 minutes per day46. This time is spent either
creating and sharing short videos or watching the existing plethora of TikTok videos uploaded
to the platform already. Either way, it's being done for nearly an hour every day. This time is

43
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45
46

TikTok Remains the Most Downloaded App in Q1 2021, According to New Data | Social Media Today
10 TikTok Statistics You Need to Know in 2021 [March data] (oberlo.ca)
• TikTok by the Numbers (2021): Stats, Demographics & Fun Facts (omnicoreagency.com)
10 TikTok Statistics You Need to Know in 2021 [March data] (oberlo.ca)

similar to but exceeds amounts spent on other social media platforms and apps such as
Instagram (28 minutes) 47 and Snapchat (30 minutes) 48.
There is also a growing number of adults on TikTok. More than 1 in 1049 TikTok users are adults
between ages 20-49 years old. Adults joining the app are not necessarily there to create a safe
space for TikTok's younger audiences and may not even realize that children of potentially all
ages, if not just ages 13 to 18, can see the content they choose to post. Although TikTok states
in their Terms of Service50 that any inappropriate content will be taken down by moderators, it
may take hours, days, or even not happen at all. This is something to consider when keeping in
mind that more than 1 billion TikTok videos are viewed every day 51.

With the increasing popularity of video sharing apps, there are a couple of different apps to
look out for that are similar to TikTok such as Triller 52 - an American-based app with over 250
million downloads and the ability to share videos to music or sounds similarly to TikTok.

47

44 Instagram Statistics That Matter to Marketers in 2021 (hootsuite.com)
How Much Time Snapchat Users Spend on the App | Time
49 Older Adults Are Using TikTok, But Should You? (aarp.org)
50 Terms of Service | TikTok
51 10 TikTok Statistics, Facts, And Trends in 2021 (markinblog.com)
52 Home | Triller
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Facebook/Facebook Messenger

Although less popular among kids in comparison to other social media apps, Facebook and
Facebook Messenger are still very active and important to note.
Facebook is a social media platform that allows users to stay connected with friends and family
online. Since it's creation in 2004, Facebook stands at over 564 million downloads 53 and now
owns popular social media app Instagram.
Alongside it's typical posting interface, Facebook has a separate app called Facebook
Messenger, which is exclusively the direct messaging service within Facebook that
automatically connects with user's 'Friends Lists'. Because Facebook Messenger is integrated
into the desktop version of Facebook but not in the mobile version of Facebook, the separate
Facebook Messenger app has over 700 million downloads 54 and is used on mobile more
frequently than the standalone Facebook app.
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Facebook Messenger Kids

In 2017, Facebook released Facebook Messenger Kids - an application for children to
communicate with pre-approved friends and family through their parent's own Facebook
account. Facebook Messenger Kids features include:
•

Recent Contacts and Chat History: Allows parents to see who their child is chatting with,
whether they are video chatting or sending messages and how frequently those
conversations happened over the past 30 days.

•

Log of Images in Chats: Allows parents to see the most recent photos and videos their
child has sent and received in their inbox.

•

Reported and Blocked Contacts History: Allows parents access to a list of the reporting
and blocking actions their child has taken in the app.

•

Remote Device Logout: Allows parents to see all devices where their child is logged in to
Messenger Kids and log out of the app on any device through the Parent Dashboard.

•

Download Your Child’s Information: Allows parents to request a copy of their child’s
Messenger Kids information.

YouTube

PewDiePie, MrBeast, Like Nastya, James Charles, Trish Paytas, Logan Paul, and Filthy Frank:
these names may or may not be familiar to you, but if your child spends time on YouTube, they
have likely come across videos by these YouTube "famous" video creators before.
The over-the-top humor, outrageous pranks, and clickbait video thumbnails have made these
YouTube creators extremely popular and influential. Owned by Google, consider YouTube the
Google of video. Created in 2005, YouTube is currently the second most visited website in the
world (second to Google) with over 21.9 billion monthly visits 55 and almost 5 billion videos
watched every day56.
YouTube can be used as a way for users to pass the time, express themselves, learn new skills,
and watch content they enjoy such as sports, video games, etc. However, it can also be very
easy to cross over into watching less than appropriate topics and content. Parents should set
parameters on video watching and moderate access to age-appropriate videos.
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These are just a few examples of some of the videos that could potentially appear as
"Suggested Videos" on the front page upon visiting YouTube.
Users can watch YouTube passively without being logged into an account or can sign in to track
the type of videos they watch and like, subscribe to channels, and upload their own videos.

Uploading Content - Privacy Settings
•

For one to create an account, the minimum age requirement is 13 years old. This age
parameter, like other social media platforms and applications, is not typically monitored
or enforced.

•

When uploading videos, there are three different modes of video privacy - public,
private, and unlisted.

Public videos can be searched, watched, and shared with anyone in the world. Private videos
can only be seen by the uploader and users that they choose. Unlisted videos can be viewed
and shared by users who have a direct link to the video.
Controlling Inappropriate Content from Being Viewed
•

Remember: no moderation or filtering solution is 100% foolproof; there is always the
possibility of exposure to mature content.

•

The best solution YouTube offers on its website/application is being logged into a
Google account and turning on "Restricted Mode".

•

"Restricted Mode" is an optional setting that you can use to help screen out potentially
mature content that you may prefer not to see or don't want others in your family to
see.

•

Access the settings on the phone by opening the YouTube app and tapping on the
display picture in the top right.

•

From there, the settings can be accessed. "Restricted Mode" can block content that has
been flagged by other users for inappropriate content.

•

In the "My Channel" option, users can also change who can view things such as liked
videos, created playlists, and subscriptions.

YouTube Kids

For younger audiences, YouTube has created an app that is specifically aimed at youth from
approximately ages 3-8. The videos on YouTube Kids are heavily censored and focus more on
family-friendly entertainment and learning. YouTube Kids is a separate application from
YouTube and must be set up using an adult's email address. From there, the adult can set up
profiles for their children and can even control in-app searching. Parents can also set viewing
timers. YouTube Kids can be a good platform to introduce our youngest to digital media on our
terms.

Twitch

Twitch is a video live streaming service that primarily focuses on video games. During a stream,
there is a streamer who is the person conducting the broadcast with or without live webcam
footage and typically playing a video game. Viewers can chat with the streamer and other users
in the stream's live chat log, in which other viewers can type back, or the streamer may respond
by voice. More than 28 billion chat messages have been sent using Twitch. The average Twitch
user can be found using Twitch for 95 minutes per day 57 which can include watching or
streaming.
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Twitch is generally free to watch and following streamers is also a free feature, however, there
are certain paid subscriptions that you can use to give streamers a set amount of money per
month to support their stream (Subscriptions), as well as single-time donation payments called
'Donations' and 'Bits'. These can be purchased for real-world currency through the Twitch
website/app and spent within the site towards any streamer who has this feature enabled.
Because Twitch is owned and operated by Amazon, any user with an Amazon Prime account is
eligible for Twitch Prime and is given one free Subscription pass (worth $4.99) per month. This
can be used in the same way a regular Subscription is used.
Although gaming is still the most popular topic on Twitch, there are also other topics such as
'Just Chatting', 'Music', 'Art', and 'Pools, Hot Tubs, & Beaches'. It's important to note that
although some channels may restrict viewers to ages 18+ (only monitored by a button
confirming you are over 18, no actual age verification occurs), many streams that do not have
an age restriction still broadcast inappropriate content.

Discord

Discord is a free voice and messaging application that is available as a desktop, browser, and
mobile application (iOS and Android). Typically, Discord is used as a space for gamers to chat
either by instant message, voice chat, or video chat. Discord is now being used for many
different types of online communities such as YouTuber/Influencer chat channels, art
communities, and a place to meet new people.
Within Discord, users can create or join 'Servers' where they can invite as many people as they
would like to engage in chat together. Voice chat can be used as either open mic or push-to-talk
- a feature that only allows others to hear you by enabling voice via the designated button set
by a user on their keyboard or mouse. Users can also share their computer screens within
Discord.

The “Rules” (that no one follows)
Although many social media platforms and apps have a User Minimum Age Agreement either in
order to sign up or outlined in their Terms of Service, these are typically bypassed by younger
users in order to bypass this effort.
Popular Social Media Services User Minimum Age Agreements:
13 years old

16 years old

18 years old

•

Snapchat

•

Periscope

•

WeChat

•

Twitter

•

Whatsapp

•

Kik

•

Facebook Messenger

•

Tinder

•

Facebook

•

Bumble

•

Discord

•

Hinge

•

Twitch

•

Grindr

•

TikTok

•

YouTube

•

Reddit

•

Pinterest

•

Tumblr

•

IMVU

•

Omegle*

•

YouTube*

*with parents consent

Vault Apps

Vault Apps are mobile applications designed to hide private photos, videos, or other
applications on a device usually by using the icon of another app such as a calculator, camera,
or notes. Vault Apps are popular amongst teens in order to protect their mobile privacy to use
app locking, private bookmarks, incognito browser, cloud backup, and more. However, teens
should be reminded that using technology is a privilege, not a right. They are not entitled to full
privacy on their device for their own safety.

Internet, Texting, and Social Media Lingo & Slang

Internet, Texting, and Social Media Lingo & Slang (Continued)

Internet, Texting, and Social Media Lingo & Slang (Continued)

If you have any questions about lingo or slang and their respected translations, please contact
Safer Schools Together toll-free at 1-866-554-0848 or usainfo@saferschoolstogether.com.

Video Gaming
Video games with mature content advisories were once tightly policed by retailers across the
continent using the ESRB Ratings Guide58, similar to age restrictions on R-Rated movies.
Unfortunately, alongside the proliferation of technology growth and unlimited access to video
content, enforcement of these ratings is non-existent. It is not uncommon to hear of some
parents deciding to buy Grand Theft Auto for their 12-year-old when they've asked! Grand
Theft Auto V has in-game exposures to graphic violence, sexually explicit content, alcohol and
drug abuse, and strong language.
The Bad News
Research generally suggests that prolonged exposure to violent video games can make people
feel more aggressive, desensitized to violence, and feel less empathetic.
The Good News
Video games can provide several possible cognitive benefits including increasing response time
performance and hand-eye coordination, practice in visual-spatial skills, stronger visual
memory, becoming better at pattern recognition, and using trial and error to problem solve
more often.
Moral of the Story
Content matters! As parents, we need to be involved in which games our children are playing.
Enforcing time limits and self-regulation while minimizing the exposure to inappropriate and
violent content is important. We want to reinforce prof-social games that can test and grow our
children's creativity and enhance cognitive skills while remaining age-appropriate to our
children's emotional maturity.
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The Ratings Guide from the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB)
ESRB ratings have three parts:
•

Rating Categories suggest age appropriateness

•

Content Descriptors indicate content that may have triggered a particular rating and/or
may be of interest or concern

•

Interactive Elements inform about interactive aspects of a product, including the users'
ability to interact, the sharing of users' location with others, if in-app purchases of digital
goods are completed, and/or if unrestricted internet access is provided

2021 Top 10 Most Violent Video Games

We encourage parents to do their research on any video games before allowing your children
to play them. A detailed description of all of the above games can be found through Google
online. Two of the most popular games played by our youngest children aged 4-13 are Roblox
and Minecraft. Both of these games can be played in single-player as well as Multiplayer Online.
It is a multiplayer mode that includes chat and messaging features, which parents should be
aware of and monitor at their discretion.

Roblox

Roblox is a downloadable interactive game platform that allows users to play multiple types of
games inside the Roblox world. It is a creative, Lego-style sandbox environment.

Roblox has built-in capabilities for friends lists, messaging users, and in-game chat. The chat
function works differently depending on the users' age - for users 13 and under, the chat is built
off a list of "whitelisted" words, preselected by the developers as safe for children to use. If the
user is over 13 (or sets their birthday so it appears they are) then chat is more open-ended,

however, there is still a built-in "blacklist" function that attempts to keep curse words and
derogatory terms out of the chat.

Roblox privacy settings also permit us to control who is allowed to interact with our child. The
user can adjust whether everyone, friends, or no one has access to communicate both inside
games and using the platform's messaging system. By setting the appropriate age category and
ensuring privacy settings are updated, parents can limit the interaction of users with the
account.

Minecraft

Minecraft is one of the most accessible video games available, as it has sold more than 200
million copies 59 across PC, game consoles (Xbox, Playstation, and Nintendo Switch), and smart
devices. It is very easy to learn and can be played anywhere. Minecraft can be played either in
the online world or offline.
Game Modes
•

Survival -The player can level up, search for resources, and craft different weapons,
tools, and structures. Players have to fight hunger and monsters during the night.

•

Hardcore - Same as Survival Mode but the player only gets one life.

•

Creative - The user cannot die and has access to all the blocks and items available. With
this, they can create whatever they want. The player also has the ability to fly to get
from place to place faster.
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Online Play and Chat
Multiplayer allows players to play alongside friends. They can build, mine, create, and even
fight each other in some servers. All of the game modes that exist in single-player also exist in
multiplayer, as well as the game difficulties. Players are always prompted to choose between
single- player or multiplayer. When playing multiplayer, the user must select the server they
wish to play on. When playing on an open server, the user can interact with anyone else. This
includes the chat function as displayed below.

Minecraft does have child-friendly servers available, which you have to request to be included
on. This ensures random players will not come into the servers as they will not have access.
Single-player is the safest option, as no one can join or chat with a single-player user.
Moral of the Story
Minecraft is, for the most part, an appropriate game for children - especially in single-player
Creative Mode.

Fortnite

Amongst one of the most popular video games available today, since it's release in 2017 by Epic
Games, Fortnite has accumulated over 350 million players globally 60. Fortnite is available to
download for free on PC, game consoles (Xbox, Playstation, Nintendo Switch), and as a mobile
game for smart devices on iOS and Android.
Game Modes
•

Fortnite: Battle Royale -A Battle Royale game mode allows up to 100 players to
compete in a player-versus-player setting. Players can play alone (Solo), with a friend
(Duo), or in a group of 4 (Squad). The objective is to pick up weapons, ammunition, and
bandages to kill off other players and be the 'last man standing'. Players can hide out in
buildings and even collect resources to build their structures and traps.
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•

Fortnite: Creative - Creative mode in Fortnite is much like other Creative Modes which
act as a sandbox-style game that allows players to build maps with free reign on what to
put in their game, different types of game modes, and game time.

•

Fortnite: Save the World - This game mode allows 4 players to work together towards a
common objective on various missions against zombie-like husks. Some of the
objectives include fighting off the computer-generated "zombie husks", save survivors,
and defend equipment.

Although Fortnite is technically 'free-to-play', it is important to note that Fortnite is a game that
includes micro-transactions. Players can opt-in to purchase a game pass that gives them special
items, allows them to earn certain achievements, and gives them 'loot boxes', boxes to open
that include in-game items such as special emotes, dances, and skins. The currency in this game
is called "V-Bucks" and can be purchased with real-world currency.

Online Play and Chat
Players can communicate in-game through both text chat functions as well as a voice-chat
function. Players can mute other players if they do not wish to hear from them or can mute
themselves if they do not wish to be heard. There is no moderation in either the text chat or
the voice chat functions.
Moral of the Story
Fortnite should be played with close parental supervision by children who are emotionally
mature enough to handle the content of the game. Fortnite should not be played by children
who are not at an age that is equipped to handle unmoderated text or voice chat, gun violence,
or high-stress situations.

Valorant

Valorant is fairly new to the gaming scene, but since it's release by Riot Games in June of 2020,
the game has accumulated over 14 million monthly players 61. Valorant is currently available for
download on PC and not yet available on game consoles or smart devices.
Valorant is a 5 player Vs. 5 player team First Person Shooter (FPS) game where precise gunplay
meets unique character abilities. Although technically 'free-to-play', like it's competitor
Fortnite, the game includes micro-transactions where players can opt-in to purchase a game
pass that gives them special items, allows them to earn certain achievements, and buy gun
skins and effects.
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Steam

Steam is a free downloadable software where users can purchase and download both paid and
free games online. Steam acts as a cloud-based gaming library where games are stored and can
be downloaded on any device that is associated with the user's Steam account.
Although gaming communications and ratings are based on the individual games that are
downloaded, Steam also has its own community where users have profiles and can be
identified by individualized usernames and profile photos. Much like social media, Steam
profiles can be public or private. Users can also leave comments on Steam profiles and utilize
Steam's private messaging service, which includes both voice and text chatting.

Doxing

Doxing (or 'Doxxing') is most commonly known for its use in association with video games that
have online multiplayer capabilities but has also become popularized among other subcultures
of the internet such as forums, live streaming sites, and mainstream social media. It's important
to be aware of doxing when using any form of the internet and understand how it can be
prevented.

Doxing is a form of online abuse where identifying or sensitive information of an individual is
released online with malicious intent. Typically, information such as one's first and last name,
home and/or work address, family members, or even banking information is revealed to the
internet in an attempt to intimidate the victim or even subject them to dangerous and
vulnerable positions both online and in the real world. Motivations of doxing can include
personal, competitive, or political reasons. Doxing does not discriminate and web users of all
ages, genders, and internet experiences can be targeted. Doxing is also one of the few forms of
cyberattacks that can cause direct, serious, and lasting harm to its victims.

Searching and obtaining an individuals' publicly available information and re-posting it online is
not technically considered a cybercrime or attack, however, doxing can become illegal if this
publicly available or private information is obtained through illegal methods such as hacking or
extortion. Other facts that may cause doxing to cross the line into illegality is harassing or
intimidating the victim, invading their privacy, or having the victim assaulted.

In order to avoid having your information doxed, it's important to follow a few best practices of
using the internet, including any video games that your child may be playing:
•

Don't use legal or identifying first, middle, or last names as usernames.

•

Don't post photos or videos of the interior or exterior of your home that may include
identifiers such as your address, where your doors, windows, or bedrooms are located
within the property, license plates, mail, or locks.

•

Don't post photos or videos with any identifying factors to your child's school such as
the school name, class schedules, and times, or classmate's faces that have not given
permission for their photo or video to be shared - this includes online learning.

•

If you are going to leave your home for an extended period of time such as a vacation,
be cautious about who you share this information with including the dates that no one
will be home.

•

Don't list day, month, or year of a birthday publicly.

•

Don't post photos or videos of your computer screens, desk stations, or any other
personal area where you may expose sensitive information such as mail, email, bank
statements, contracts, or personal photos.

•

Be cautious of identifying factors to the clothing you wear in photos or videos you
choose to share such as school hoodies or uniforms, work uniforms, after school
programs, or local causes.

•

Always set accounts to private when possible in order to control who you are allowing
to view your photos, views, and other information you choose to share online.

Parent Resources

As parents, it can be hard to keep up with all the new social media websites and applications,
video games, movies, music, and everything our children have exposure to when given access
to the internet. There are resources such as Safer Schools Together and Common Sense Media
that can be a huge help when trying to understand current trends of the online world.

Safer Schools Together
Safer Schools Together’s Parent Resources 62 includes a library of many constantly updated
resources such as this Raising Digitally Responsible Youth: A Parent's Guide, Sexting Safety
Agreement, Protect Your Privacy, Social Media Checklist for Parents, Family Media Agreement,
and more.

Common Sense Media
Common Sense Media63 is an independent non-profit organization dedicated to helping kids
thrive in a rapidly changing world. Their valuable resources include detailed explanations and
reviews of movies, books, video games, TV shows, social media, apps, and more from experts as
well as contributing parents and students. If you are unsure if your child is emotionally mature
enough for a movie, book, video game, TV show, social media platform, etc. it is worth checking
out Common Sense Media to review the content and age recommendations.
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